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1. Introduction

In his ground-breaking papers [2] and [3] and the joint paper [5] with Lipman
Bers, Lars Ahlfors set the theory of Teichmiiller spaces on a firm foundation and
opened the way to further developments that have continued to the present day.
A trio of recent books ([15], [16], and [18]) have done much to make Teichmtiller
space theory accessible to the mathematical public.

This article, like the talk on which it is based, will concentrate on two recent
papers, both of which rely crucially on fundamental ideas of Lars Ahlfors. We shall
discuss them in Sections 3 and 5. Sections 2 and 4 are devoted to now-classical
background material that can be found in the above-mentioned books.

2. The theorems of Teichmiiller and Royden

Let the Riemann surface X be obtained from a compact Riemann surface of
genus 9 by removing " (> 0) points. If.2g*n-2 is positive, the Teichmiiller space
T(g,n) is the set of equivalence classes of quasiconformat (qc) mappings of X onto
Riemann surfaces Y. Here two such mappings h: X --+ Yr and fz: X --Y2 are
equivalent if there is a conformal map h: Y1 --+ I'2 such that the qc map flt oho f1
of X onto itself is homotopic to the identity.

The Teichmiiller metric on 7(9, n) is defined by setting

(1) d([å], [å]) = ]logK
if K is the smallest number (> 1) such that there is a .I(-qc mapping /: fi(X) -
fz(X1 homotopic to the lorrap f2o f ,1 . Tei"h*iiller's theorem asserts that ?(g, n) ,
with the Teichmöller metric, is a complete metric space homeomorphic to Eu-
clidean space of dimension 2d: 6g -6*2n. In particular T(g,n) is a manifold of
(real) dimension 2d. This manifold has a natural complex structure, as shown in
1957 by Ahlfors [3] when n : 0 and by Bers [6] shortly thereaf,ter for arbitrary n.

A deep and unexpected connection between the complex structure and Teich-
miiller metric on ?(9,n) was discovered in 1969 by Royden [19], who proved that
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the Teichmöller metric is Kobayashi's hyperbolic metric on the complex manifold
T(S,n). In concrete terms Royden's theorem states that the Teichmöller distance
d(lfrl,[/r]) ir the minimum of the Poincar6 dista,nces p(a, zz) over all holomorphic
maps p of the open unit disk into T(S,n) with 9(21) : [å] and, g(22) : lfzl.
Here the Poincard distance

eQ,w):tanh -tl'-- |' l| -r.l

is normalized to have curvature -4. The proof of Royden's theorem depends
crucially on Ahlfors's generalization [1] of Schwarz's lemma. The most general form
of Royden's theorem (for arbitrary Teichmiiller spaces) can be found in Gardiner's
book [15].

3. The .\-lemma

In the course of their study [17] of the dynamics of rational functions, Ma"ff6,
Sad, and Sullivan established a^n astonishing and useful result, which they called
the )-lemma. Let .E be any subset of the complex plane C, and let D be any
connected open neighborhood of the origin in C. By definition a holomorphic
motion of -E over D is a function g: D x E ---+ C with the three properties

(") for any fixed .\ in D, p(),.)' E --+ C is injective,

(b) for any fixed z in 8,9(,2): D + C is holomorphic, and

(") p(0,2): z for all z in E.
(Note that continuity of rp(),.) is not assumed.) The amazing conclusion of the
,\-lemma is that for every ) in D there is a qc mapping w(z) of C onto itself
such that p(\,, r) : u(") for every z in E.

The recent paper [9] of Bers and Royden gives a sharp form of the ,\-lemma.
They show that if D is the open unit disk A the qc mapping to(z) above can be
talcen to be K-qc, with

(2) K-t*lll4' 1- lÄl'

The example 9(Å, z) : z * \2, g: A x C + C, shows that the bound (2) is best
possible.'' 

Because of equicontinuity properties of K-qc mappings it suffices to prove
the Bers-Royden result when .8 is a finite set. The proof in that case, which we
shall now sketch, is a simple a,nd ingenious application of Royden's theorem about
the Teichmiiller metric. Let E: {0,1, 21t...,2,"} and let

vn:te €(ct{0, 1})";C;#e if i*j}.
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Any point ( inVn determines aRiemannsuxface C\{0,1,(r,...,('}, andthere
is an obvious map from the Teichmiiller space ?(0, n * 3) onto vo ' That map is

a holomorphic universal covering.
A holomorphic motion g; Ax E + C induces the holomorphic map O: A -r

V' whose component functions are

oi(.\):ffi, 1<j<n.

Since A is simply connected, O lifts to a holomorphic map V: A + ?(0'n * 3).
Fix any ) in A. By Royden's theorem the Teichmöller distance from ilr(0) to
v(,\) is no greater than tanh-l ;r;. tt follows at once from the definition (1) that
thereis a, K-qcmapping to of c ontoitself suchthat w(z):p(\,2) forall z in
.E and K is given bV (2). That is the desired conclusion.

using properties of ?(0, n * 3), Bers and Royden go on to show that every

holomorphic motion of -E over A extends to a holomorphic motion of C over

the open disk {.\;l)l < 1/B}, first for finite sets .8, then for arbitrary sets.

A similar result, with an unknown positive constant in place of.7/3, had been

obtained earlier by Sullivan and Thurston [20], using quite different methods. It
is unknown whether the number 1/3 can be replaced by a larger number, such as

one.
The technique of interpreting a holomorphic motion of E over a as a holo-

morphic map from a to the Teichmiiller space of c \ E, as in the Bers-Royden
argument above, is natural and powerful. A Cornell University graduate student,

G. Lieb, is exploring the appropriate generalization of this technique from ffnite
sets to arbitrary closed sets .E in C.

4. Quasifuchsian groups and the Bers map

The remainder-of this article concerns the complex structure of infinite di-
mensional Teichmtiller spaces. In this section we review the basic definitions. We

begin as in Section 2 with a Riemann surface X obtained from a compact Riemann
surfaceof genus g bydeletingn> 0 points. Againwerequire 2g-2*n ) 0.
Choose a bounded quasidisk D (the image of A under a qc mapping of C onto
itself) a,nd a holomorphic universal covering map 7r: D -+ X such that the group

I of cover transformations consists entirely of Möbius transformations.
Suppose / is a qc mapping of X onto a Riemann surface Y. By the Ahlfors-

Bers theorem [5] there is a commutative diagram

D3D
(3) l"

X
l',
Yf
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such that both zr and ar' are holomorphic universal covering maps. The qc map-
ping ro is uniquely determined by its complex dilatation

(4) p("): u2(z)/w"(z)

if we require it to fix three given boundary points of. D; we write u : ut. The
function p defined bv (a) belongs to the open unit ball in L*(D,c). In addition
p is a Beltrami differential for l; it satisfies

(5) (p o t)T /t' : tt for all 7 in t.

The set of all p in .t-(D, c) that satisfy (5) is a closed complex subspacel its
open unit ball M(D,l) is therefore a complex Banach manifold.

The diagram (3), with w : ut, determines a map p,- lfl from M(D,l)
to the Teichmriller space ?(g,n). It is easy to see that p and z determine the
same point of T(g,n) if and only if w,r: t!, on the boundary of. D. When that
happens we say that p and y are equivalent and wÅte pr, - y.

A discrete group of Möbius transformations that leaves a bounded quasidisk
D invariant is called a, quasifuchsian group. For arry such group I we can define
M(Drl) and the equivalence relatioa p - z as above. The Teichmiiller space
T(D,l) is defined as the set of equivalence classes in M(D,l).

Lipman Bers [7] introduced an ingenious mapping of. T(D,l) onto a bounded
region in a complex Banach space, defined in the following way. For each p in
M(D,l) let wP be the unique qc mapping of the plane onto itself that solves the
Beltrami equation

(6) Loz: FU)z

in D and is conformal in the exterior D* of D, with the behavior

.r(r)_ z*O("_t)

at infinity. Let ,9(tot'; be the Schwarzian derivative

.slrrr,ts\ - 
(t')"' 

- 
3 f(toe)"1 

2

-\- ' (.r), Z l1wr1, l
of the conformal map top in D*. The Banach space B(D*,|) of bounded
quadratic differentials consists of the holomorphic functions g on D* such that

llell : sup{le(z)l)(")-" ; z e D*} < a,
and

(p o t)(l')' : p for all 7 in l.
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Here ds : \(z)ldzl is the Poincar6 metric on D* U {*}. Bers observed that
a(p) : S(**) belongs to B(D*,r) if p e M(D,l), that @: M(D,l) --+ B(D*,1)
is a holomorphic map, and that O(p) : O(z) if and only if p - z. In addition
he proved that the image O(M(D,|)) , which we may identify with ?(D,l), is

a bounded open set and that every point in the image lies in the domain of a
holomorphic right inverse of Q. The Bers map O thus establishes an isomorphism
of complex manifolds between T(D,l), viewed abstractly as a quotient space of
M(D,l), and the bounded open ser A(M(D,l)) in B(D.,1).

5. Inverting the Bers map

The crucial step in finding holomorphic right inverses to the Bers map is to
find one in a neighborhood of zeroh B(D*,|). Bers did this implicitly in [8], by
inverting the derivative of O at, zero and using the inverse function theorem. In
some ways a direct construction is more satisfying, and Ahlfors, in his fundamental
paper [4], gave one that works when I : {id}. The Ahlfors construction proceeds
as follows. Lel z t+ z* be a qc reflection in 0D. (That is, z t--+ z* is a sense-

reversing qc involution of the sphere, fixing every boundary point of D.) Given g
in B(D*,|),let u1 and u2 be the solutions in D* of the differential equation

2u" + gu - 0

with the behavior

u{z) : z + O(t-l) and

at infinity. Define *(z) on D U D* by

uz(z) - 1 +O(z-2)

(7")

(7b)

*(r) - uL(z) l"rQ) for all z in D* ,

u(z) -
ur(,*) * (t - z.)u\(r*)

for all z in D.
uz(z.)+(z-z*)u'zQ*)

Ahlfors proved that if the reflection z å z* is suitably chosen and llgll is
sufficiently small, then tr(z) has a global qc e:<tension to C and equals top, where

F: wz/w, in D. It is easy to calculate p from (7b) and to see that p is a
holomorphic function of rp. In addition, (7a) implies that

O(p) : S(u1f u2):9.

The only difficulty with Ahlfors's contruction is that if I is nontrivial, pr will not
satisfy the invariance condition (5) unless the qc reflection is very carefully chosen.
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The author and S. Nag overcame that difficulty in the recent paper [14], whose
contents we shall briefly describe.

Let f: A + D and g: A --+ D* U {*} be conformal maps of A onto the
complementary regions D and D. U {m}. The mapping

h(z) = f -t (sQ).) for all z in A

is a sense-reversing qc mapping of A onto itself with boundary values f *r o g on
the unit circle .9r. As Ahlfors observed ir [4], the problem of finding a suitable
qc reflection z r+ z* in 0D is equivalent to the problem offinding an appropriate
sense-reversing qc mapping lr: A --+ A with these boundary values f -' o g. In [4],
Ahlfors relied on the Beurling-Ahlfors method [10] to extend f -t o g from ,51 to
A. In a recent paper [tt], Douady and the author introduced a new method of
extending homeomorphisms of 51 to homeomorphisms of A. That method assigns
to each homeomorphism g: .91 - ,9r a barycentric extension ex (g): A + A in
such a way that if ,4. and B are conformal maps of A onto itself, then

(8) ex( Ao I o B): Ao ex(p) o B.

Using the invariance property (8), the author a^nd Nag show in [1a] that
the barycentric extension h : ex("f-l o g) produces a qc reflection such that
the Alrlfors construction yields a holomorphic local right inverse of rD: M(D,l) --+

T(D,T) for any quasifuchsian group l. Fbr some other applications of the barycen-
tric extension to the theory of quasiconformal mappings and Teichmtiller spaces
we refer the reader to the papers [11], [12], and [13].
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